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Reaction to long-term oral anticoagulant
therapy. A comparison of prothrombin and
partial r. umboplastin tests
R. D. EASrAlM

(Bristol)

Over a period of three years 2,178 blood
samples were tested from 88 patients, who
between them underwent a total of 170
years of long-term oral anticoagulant
treatment. The prothrombin ratio and the
corresponding activated partial thromboplastin clotting time (P1T) were estimated
on each blood sample, the daily dosage of
oral anticoagulant being regulated to maintain the PTT between 50 and 70 seconds
regardless of the prothrombin ratio. From
the results obtained during each year of
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treatment from each patient the PTT
corresponding to a standard prothrombin
ratio of 2-0 was calculated. This PTT result corresponding to a reference prothrombin ratio was significantly shorter in
patients treated following attacks of
venous thrombosis than in patients
treated following myocardial infarction or
in patients with mitral valve disease
treated following embolic attacks. This
reference PT1T was even shorter in patients
in whom a frank attack of acute thrombophlebitis developed during anticoagulant
treatment, whatever the original condition
necessitating anticoagulant treatment.
These results, taken with the known
marked prolongation of the PTT by heparin, suggest that either a 'thromboplasticlike' substance or an anti-heparin
substance is released into the circulation
during an acute episode of thrombophlebitis, which results in reduction in
the PTT unless larger doses of oral
anticoagulant are given. It is also suggested
that these findings might indicate longer
periods of treatment with oral anticoagulants following venous thrombosis.

mones are only discussed in passing.
Both the definitions of homeostasis given
in Stedman's Medical Dictionary (1 The
state of equilibrium in the living body
with respect to various functions and to
the chemical composition of the fluids and
tissues, eg, temperature, heart rate, blood
pressure, water content, blood sugar,
Homeostatic Regulators Edited by G. E. etc. 2 The process through which such
W. Wolstenholme and J. Knight (Pp. viii body equilibrium is maintained) obviously
+ 329; illustrated.) 75s. London: J. and refer to whole living organisms. The appliA. Churchill. 1969.
cation of the term to regulatory mechanisms at the level of individual organs or
This book constitutes the edited proceed- tissues and to feedback
control mechings of a symposium organized jointly anisms at the subcellular level, as studied
by the Ciba Foundation and the Wellcome in cultured cells or by purely biochemical
Trust early in 1969.
methods, seems to deprive it of much of
The subjects discussed ranged over a its conceptual value.
wider field than might have been expected
this criticism the book
from the title of the symposium. Presen- is Notwithstanding
valuable,
it highlights the
tations on cell population kinetics (L. F. poverty of ourbecause
of homeostatis
Lamerton) and chalones (0. H. Iversen) (by Stedman's knowledge
and
definition)
because it
were to be expected. Less expected were provides an excuse for considering
discussions on regulatory systems in cell role of factors such as interferon (N. the
B.
culture (M. G. P. Stoker), histones (E. W. Finter and
D.
and lysosomes
Johns), nerve growth factors (C. A. (P. J. Jacques) C.as Burke)
A remarkVernon and colleagues), cell surface able feature is theregulators.
professional
quality
structure and contact control (J. A. of the editing which makes the discussions
Forrester, L. Wolpert, and D. Gingell),
and regulatory mechanisms in antibody after each paper well worth reading.
synthesis (G. Moller). Surprisingly, horFRANCIS J. C. ROE
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exist, then 0-3 % of infants at private
nurseries were anaemic, compared with
3.7% in Local Authority nurseries, and
15 % of children taken into care.
The relationship of haemoglobin level
and hypochromia to iron response was
studied.

Cholestatic jaundice following treatment of
chronic granulocytic leukaemia with busulphan

J. C. E. UNDERWOOD, R. T. SHAHANI, AND
E. K. BLACKBURN (Sheffield)

A 25-year-old male with chronic granulocytic leukaemia developed cholestatic
jaundice after over six years' treatment
with busulphan, the total dose of this
drug being 4 075 g of which 0-7635 g was
given in the 12 months preceding the
onset of jaundice as compared with an
annual average intake of 0-6623 g of the
drug during the previous five years. This
virtually coincided with the onset of acute
relapse. Histological findings at necropsy,
while confirming acute relapse of leukaemia with only minimal hepatic involvement were, however, also those of
cholestatic jaundice consistent with drug
hypersensitivity. We have not found in
the literature a similar instance of cholestaticjaundice probably due to busulphan.

Die progressiv-dystropischen Myopathien
By H. Heyck and G. Laudahn. (Pp. xv +
436; illustrated. DM118-00.) Berlin,
Heidelberg, and New York: SpringerVerlag. 1969.

In the past decade there has been a great
increase of interest in the pathophysiology of skeletal muscle, largely as a result
of the stimulus provided by various
organizations devoted to research into
muscular dystrophy. One outcome of this
has been the publication of several firstrate monographs upon the myopathies,
among which must now be included the
comprehensive analysis written by Heyck

and Laudahn.
The first chapter, an historical and
clinical review of muscular dystrophy,
stems from Heyck's long interest in this
subject as chief of the Department of
Neurology in the Rudolf-Virchow Hospital
in Berlin. He has also written the histopathological section, with the cooperation of Luders (pathologist at the Wenckebach Hospital). The ultrastructural changes
noted in muscular dystrophy are well
described by Freund-Molbert. Other
chapters are devoted to the 'distal',
'ocular', and 'menopausal' myopathies,
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Elements of Medical Genetices By A. E.
Emery. (Pp. ix + 247; illustrated 35s.)
Edinburgh and London: E. and S.
Livingstone. 1968.
In spite of a spate of mon ographs and
general texts on medical g,enetics published in the last few years thLere has been
no

elementary book, coveringg both funda-

mental human genetics and clinical genetics, suitable for medical students.
Professor Emery seeks to fill this gap with
'Elements of medical genetics'.
On the whole his book succeeds in its
aim. It is short, readable, and is illustrated
by clear line drawings and diagrams. For
these reasons it stands a fair chance of
actually being read by medical students.
The main criticism is of what they will
read, especially in relation to fundamental
genetics. Following an appropriate historical chapter there are three chapters outlining molecular genetics, human biochemical and immunogenetics, cytogenetics, and developmental genetics. There has
been an outburst of exciting discoveries
in these topics in recent years which,
presumably for the sake of brevity,
have here been oversimplified. This results
in some subjects being discussed too briefly
to convey a clear picture of what they are
all about. For example, in a brief section
on the genetic code non-sense and missense mutations are referred to without
any description of how they arise. Again
in the chapter on developmental genetics
our appetites are whetted by mention
of sea-urchin eggs. Much of our present
knowledge of development stems from
research on sea-urchin eggs but here a
simple brief fact only is mentioned. In
both these instances important topics are
raised that deserve either fuller treatment
or complete omission. Oversimplification
has the further consequence that incorrect
statements occur, such as that 'males with
two Y chromosomes are often delinquent', that 'DNA is found only in chromosomes' or that 'phenylketonuria is completely prevented by early diet'. Nor do we
know that the features of Down's syndrome are the 'result of genes on the
extra chromosome'.
This condensed treatment of fundamental genetics also results in the omission
of important topics. Why, for example, are
protein polymorphisms included but not
those of enzymes. Apart from brief references to the ABO blood groups in several
places and other blood groups in relation
to linkage, the only account of immunogenetics is a short description of the
immunoglobulins. Linkage itself also gets
brief treatment.
The chapters on Mendelian inheritance
of human disease and genetic factors in
common diseases give a very clear picture
of the mechanisms involved, including
the relationship of phenotype to genotype.
Multifactorial inheritance, for which there
is increasing evidence in common diseases,
needs more than thepageand a half devoted
to it. Further chapters discuss pharmacogenetics, populationgenetics, and genetic
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and again to the so-called 'imyotubular',
'central core', 'nemaline', and 'mitochondrial' myopathies, whose recognition
has stemmed largely from the use of electron microscopy in diagnosiss. There are
stimulating sections too on the medical
and orthopaedic treatmentt of cases,
and on the diagnostic valuie of clinical
myography, each of these bezing handled
by specialists in the field.
Ofparticular clinicopatholo)gical interest
is the analysis of the biochei mistry of the
myopathies written by Laudlahn, who is
head of the department of cli nical investigation of Schering AG. Thkis, although
comprehensive, centres upoin the study
of the serum and muscle ei;zymes in the
myopathies. The diagnostic v'alue of high
levels of, for example, creatiine kinase in
the Duchenne type of d:ystrophy is,
naturally, accepted. On the other hand,
the authors stress that loweer levels are
encountered in the less cripplling forms of
muscular dystrophy, which (overlap with
levels encountered in cases suffering
from various forms of neurog,enic atrophy
of muscle. As Dubowitz andIothers have
noted, however, it is priobably important when comparing se rum-enzyme
levels in different diseases to Itake account
of such factors as the activit y of the disease and the extent to which the various
patients use their affecte,d muscles.
Laudahn's biochemical sectiion includes
over 1,000 references, and will be invaluable to research workers in the field.
To summarize, this clinicopathological
analysis of the myopathies iss fully up to
the standard to be expected from handbooks published by Springer. It provides a
thoughtful and critical analysiis of a group
of diseases whose relentless aLnd crippling
progress must excite our sy,mpathy and
interest. It is true that comparable publications are available in this country, in
particular those written by W;alton and his
team in Newcastle. Neverth eless, Heyck
and Laudahn's monograph i s strongly to
be recommended, both beccause of its
value as a source of references;and because
it emphasizes aspects of the myopathies
with which many readers imay be unacquainted.
J. C. SLOPER

effects of radiation. The chapter on this
last topic is one of the best in the book.
The final chapter, headed 'Genetics and
the physician', is in fact a sound introduction to genetic counselling.
Professor Emery's book provides the
elements of clinical genetics but not really
of the more fundamental aspects of
medical genetics.
M. d'A. CRAWFLfRD

Biochemistry of Cell Division Edited by
R. Baserga. (Pp. xii + 214; illustrated.
$15 00.) Springfield, Illinois: Charles C.
Thomas. 1969.

This book stems from a meeting (they
call it a workshop) held in April 1968
to discuss some of the problems of research in cell division.
The introduction by Baserga is an
admirable guide to the topic as a whole.
Briefly the main problem is that while a
lot of biochemical events can be described
and accurately measured during different
phases of the cell cycle, it is difficult
to distinguish which are the key events,
how they are causally linked, and how
critical thresholds of activity are devised.
For example, as Lieberman points out
(p. 134), in DNA synthesis an explanation
is needed of 'how a second cycle of synthesis is prevented from beginning during
or immediately after replication, how different chromosomes and different parts
of the same chromosome can be replicated at different times during synthesis,
and how replication can be stopped at
precisely the time when the genome has
been doubled'.
Although the subject is rather peripheral
to applied pathology it is as well to be
aware of the current questions in this sort
of research. The good pathologist, who
thus keeps one eye open to biology, may
even find himself sitting on a good model
system for his colleagues in research.
H. E. M. KAY

Laboratory Correlation Manual By Alvin
M. Ring (Pp. xiv + 142. $8 50). Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas. 1969.
This short manual sets out to provide a
ready reference book for laboratory tests
for the busy doctor. In itself it is quite
useful, but is perhaps a little more ele-

mentary than the laboratory handbooks
which are produced in Britain. The inclusion of surgical pathology and postmortem evaluation is fairly meaningless.

A. G. SIGNY

